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Operating in Milan and Hong Kong
we are a fashion creation platform 
empowering industry players.
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COMPETITIONS & 
EVENTS

PRODUCTS SHOWCASE

HEBEI INTERNATIONAL 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN WEEK
Hebei, China, September
2020-2021

HERE FASHION MINDS
HERE Fashion Hub, Milan, 
February 2020

DESIGN INSPIRE
Hong Kong, December
2019-2021

EXHIBITIONS

XIAMEN FASHION WEEK  
2019
Xiamen, China, December
2019
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Xiamen Fashion Week was held from December 6 to 9 
in China. There were four days filled with parades, 
forums, contests and much more. In the accessories 
contest, 5 finalists and 3 exhibiting designers were 
invited to HERE Fashion Hub.

There were 12 winners in the footwear, bags and 
jewelry categories, 3 of which were foreign designers 
also invited by us. And we were extremely honored 
that our Creative Director and Founder, Elena Raho, 
was also one of the competition's judges.
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Focused on intelligent design, green design, service 
design and future development trends of industrial 
design, the Hebei Design Week took place in China 
from the 17th to the 20th of September.

This year's theme reflects the unprecedented 
challenges imposed by the Covid-19 health emergency. 

The 3rd Hebei International Design Week will examine 
the future of the industry. HERE Fashion Hub 
participated in the event.
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On the occasion of Milan Fashion Week 20/21,
HERE Fashion Hub opened its doors to three 
young fashion talents winners of the HERE 
Creative Minds competition.
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DesignInspire Hong Kong is an international exhibition 
about creativity to stage an exchange and inspiring 
platform for global creative players, design brands, 
design associations and institutes. 

In collaboration with the Consulate General of 
Italy, HERE Fashion Hub was the ambassador of the 
project “Vivere all’italiana”, with the aim to give 
exposure to Italian Fashion and Design institutes.

We proudly promote 6 italian design schools and 
invite some designers' member of our community to 
give international exposure to their projects
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Wanna learn more about 3D Fashion Design? This is your 
chance to dive in! @tg3dstudio experts will take you by 
hand and walk through the most cutting-edge tools.

Take your fashion creations to a NEW DIMENSION! 
Explore the potencial of 3D design today.

https://www.instagram.com/tg3dstudio/




Torino Fashion Talk 2021
Nov 17h 

The new Digital Marketing  |  Fashion Tech new trends

The Asian marketing mix: how are online & offline blending? 

How are macro and micro influencers revolutionizing the purchase experience?

What is “social listening” and how is it helping companies to grow?

Let’s explore and compare selected highlights on the post-pandemic digital 

marketing landscape in Asia and Europe.



As starters, we have just experienced an epical parting line during the 
pandemic:

•before the pandemic, “digital” was still an “option” - so 

the question was “if” something should go digital or not

•after the pandemic, the question became “how” a certain service or 

product could/must go digital, rather than just “if”, 

so it literally became the “new normal” - to use 

or abuse this now common sense expression.



Now that even daily operations linked to our personal identity facts are getting deeply d
epending on some digital tools (think of the European Covid-PASS system), “DIGITAL” 
just turned into a synonym of “VALID” in a way.

So let’s dive in some analisys of such “validation” 
concept, both in its theorical and practical aspects.

If we imagine a virtual global trading 
race where “digitalization” is the valid currency, comparing the west with 

the east, we must assess that Asian countries are way ahead in 

the growth: either from volume or complexity viewpoint, they are more educated to 
operate anything online and they got used to the famous or infamous “social credit” 
rules at different degrees being implement / tested in China and other Far East 

countries.



Which “Social credit rules” are by the way simply the 
more ambiguous sister of “social listening”
that indeed is a humanistically speaking relevant and beneficial way 

of studying the developed and mature 

markets through sophisticated manual screenings of online contents -

that is being far and wide more practiced in the west 

E.g. Brandwatch - USA https://www.brandwatch.com/

or “westernized” spots of Asia - e.g. Vfluencer-

HK https://www.vfluencer.com/.

https://www.brandwatch.com/
https://www.vfluencer.com/


What we can account as a strategic advantage from the Western 
side, is that having stronger influence of the public opinion and 

more regulations slowing down any implementation of the system -

leaving out any judgement about it being more of a positive or 

negative progress -, they are more protected from 
the bursting of potential bubbles in any case.

Since the start of this “digital century” we learnt over the years, and 

over crisis cycles, that the new economy implicates periodical “bubble bursting”, 

and it is surely more of a concrete risk for systems that are developing quicker.

On the other hand, the quicker East mode, can take immediate advantage of 

trends when they bring brisk positive effects on market or society. 



For example, the booming growth of Doyin - part 

of Bytedance group, along with its international version TikTok - on top 

of Wechat spreading relevance, is characterized by sudden tensions due 

to landscape paradigms shifts or to even less controllable factors like user preference change.
An example is the recent implementation of a “Youth mode” by Douyin which is impacting on 

the relevant target audience reach evaluation quite a lot, see articles*.

Another example is the litigation between the two mentioned giants (Wechat and Doyin) over 

user relationship chain theft (see article**).

Sources:
* https://www.reuters.com/technology/chinese-version-tiktok-limits-use-app-by-those-under-

14-2021-09-18/

** https://pandaily.com/tik-tok-owner-bytedance-denies-stealing-tencents-relationship-chain/

*https://supchina.com/2019/09/25/the-difference-between-tiktok-and-douyin/

https://www.reuters.com/technology/chinese-version-tiktok-limits-use-app-by-those-under-14-2021-09-18/
https://pandaily.com/tik-tok-owner-bytedance-denies-stealing-tencents-relationship-chain/
https://supchina.com/2019/09/25/the-difference-between-tiktok-and-douyin/


Whereas a good example of both abrupt change of paradigms and 

China awareness of their digital dimension value, is that Wechat wants t

o make their mainland content access more and more exclusive.

In fact recently ongoing kind of “split” the Wechat platform in two 

parallel worlds, with:

- A generalist global one that actually keeps calling itself Wechat
- and a local more “juicy” one hosting all domestic contents – with 

way larger business potential also for foreign brands - called Weixin 
following the original mandarin denomination.



Another important aspect we can take into consideration and compare between west 

and east to assess the “digital race” factors - and possibly bet on some 

of its horses, is the growing sensation of microinfluencers, that proved on the field to be the 

best vehicle to drive sales, especially to GenZ:

•KOLs in the West are more focused on lifestyle values, socially engaged (think of 

Greta Thunberg as a “KOL of the KOLs in a way”, or Chiara 

Ferragni who with her husband Fedez gradually turned their influencing mission from fashion/pop 

culture to social rights promotion)

•KOLs in the Far East are more focused on ephemeral experiences and immediate 
commercial results (think of the guy selling millions RMB in lipsticks in a video)

In both cases the power of the microinfluencer is to make each watching follower feel powerful, 

like in an ultimate “cultural democracy experience” where you can “vote” for a single action 

or glimpse you approve for some reasons in that very moment, fluidly.



Such KOL mode or “role model” experience adapts well either to 
the “righteous” EU role models and also very well to the Asian 
idea of “people power” democratic ideals.

An influencer guiding our choice will also help 

to add customisation to our purchase experience somehow, which

is another key trend.

And on top of human being-driven customization (“I have the 

feeling to being already using and knowing the product thanks 

to the KOL intervention”), there is also AI as “helper” 
to refine a customised order –
so with less returns when it comes to product shipments.



Another interesting aspect I would like 

to explore is the more blurred border between literary experience and
purchase - check out the inspiring online magazine by Bottega Veneta 

to get a taste - that the 

digital experience is enhancing as never before: as a matter of fact we

can “afford” to see and imagine a lot more virtually rather than in 

reality.

Lack of travel over the last 

2 years was surely a further reason to replace it with virtual activities, 

and a closed China meant around a billion extra “dreamers” connected
online.



As a side effect of increased virtuality, we have to consider that 

the energy consumed by the increasingly sophisticated 
and powerful servers used to store the data are going to 

be less and less sustainable - if we dont implement new solutions to 

cool this hot issue down, literally - for example, Microsoft it testing 

data server storage in the ocean depths to save cooling energy 

and minimize human errors in handling the structures https://www.thev

erge.com/2020/9/14/21436746/microsoft-project-natick-data-center-

server-underwater-cooling-reliability .

https://www.theverge.com/2020/9/14/21436746/microsoft-project-natick-data-center-server-underwater-cooling-reliability


Last not least – personally I consider this a key theme –

we have the ecommerce sustainability issue to tackle when talking “digital”.

As most of online transaction will result in something physically executed , be it a 

package dispatched or a trip realization or 

a virtual showroom visit that will “convert” into a physical product handover at a collection

point.

This is still pain in the neck and we are all working at finding more sustainable options 

for product packaging materials (compostable or reusable) to protect goods back 
and forth all over the world as well as for 

the bulk packaging materials used for warehousing/logistics.

This issue is avoided by the new trend –relevant yet still a niche -

of virtual fashion, like for example 

The Fabricant https://www.thefabricant.com/

https://www.thefabricant.com/


Anyway there are probably more potential benefits in all this: the virtuos side 
of virtuality – sorry for the pun - is probably DEMATERIALIZATION all together.

That means we are learning to live with less “MATTER” around us. 

Of course if we only use the occasion to give up some 
product purchase since we are already enjoying them virtually and don’t need to buy
them physically anymore - like in a gaming enjoyment. 

So only the servers energy feeding issue remains – baby steps.

And a wise balance between all these aspects is very much needed, 

to fight not only the climat change but also mental health issues that may come 

from virtuality invading our lives...



To be continued…

Q&A


